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A simple criterion for trace identities of it x n matrices over a commutative 
ring is given, from which the Procesi-Razmyslov criterion in terms of Young 
symmetrizers is deduced. A new criterion for polynomial identities of n x n 
matrices is then obtained. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper was inspired by Procesi’s recent work on trace identities [4] and 
owes much to it in spirit and ideas.1 Yet, it has turned out to be quite self- 
contained; in fact, in Section 1 we give a simple criterion for trace identities 
(Theorem l), from which Procesi’s main theorem on trace identities [4, 
Theorem 4.31 follows. This criterion and its proof are quite elementary and 
do not depend on the classical theory of invariants or the theory of Young 
symmetrizers. In particular, the restriction to fields of characteristic 0 can be 
removed, and we work over any commutative ring with 1. 
In Section 2, the main part of the paper, we interpret the criterion of 
Section 1 for ordinary polynomial identities, in the spirit of [4, Theorem 6.11. 
‘I’he resulting criterion for polynomial identities of n x n matrices is then 
strengthened to yield the main theorem (Theorem 4). 
1. TRACE IDENTITIES OF n x n MATRICES 
Let C be a commutative ring with 1, C, the ring of n x IZ matrices over C, 
eij the usual matrix units in C, . We denote by Sle the symmetric group on 
Al,..., k} and, more generally, by S, the symmetric group on any set A (whose 
elements are then called “letters”). Let u E S, be decomposed as a product 
i The referee has pointed out to me that Procesi’s basic theorems on trace identities 
were independently obtained by Razmyslov [5]. 
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of disjoint cycles (including those of length l), say o = (il ... i,) (jr ... j,) ... 
(4 ... It). Given matrices a, ,..., uk E C, we define, following Procesi [4]: 
@,(a, ,..., uk) = tr(aiI ... a,,) tr(ajl ... ui,) **f tr(ul, ... a,,), 
noting that this is well defined since the trace of a product is invariant under 
cyclic permutations of the factors. We shall also consider the formal expres- 
sions QO(xl ,..., xk) (respectively, x:,,s, c,@~(x, ,..., xk) with c, E C), where 
the x’s are noncommutative indetermmates, calling them multilinear trace 
monomials (respectively, polynomials) of degree R. A multilinear trace poly- 
nomialf(x, ,..., XL) = COSSk ~O@O,(Xl >**+7 xk) is a trace identity for C, (or n-trace 
identity, for short) iff(ur ,..., a,) = CO.sk c,@,Jur ,..., UJ = Ofor all substitu- 
tions x, - a, E C, . 
The object of this section is to give a criterion for a multilinear trace 
polynomial f = Copse c,dj, to be a trace identity for C, . We begin with a 
series of observations. 
(1) Sincef(x, ,..., xk) is multilinear in the xi’s, it is an n-trace identity 
if it vanishes for all n-simple substitutions x, -jc ei i E C, . YY 
(2) tr(eiljl , eizj, , . . ., eikik> = s( il , i2) S( j2 , 4) . . . S( L , 4 a( h , 4); 
hence @,,(e+, ,..., eikj,) = S( jr , &) ..* 6( j, , z&)). Abbreviating1 = (ir ,..., Q, 
J = (j, ,-., id, In = (Ccl) ,..., kk)), and 44 I) = (eiljl ,..., qh), we have 
@o,(41, JN = 1 if I0 = J, 
= 0 if I0 # J. 
(3) Substituting the sequence e(1, /) in the trace polynomialf(x,,...,x,)= 
LSk co@&1 9-.-s xk), we have from (2) 
f(G I>> = C cc where T = (u E Sk ) I0 = J}. 
ool- 
(The expression CoET o c is defined to be 0 if T is empty.) Assume now T # o 
and fix a 7 in T. Then T = {u E S, / I0 = I*} = {u E T ] Iu7-l = I}, SO letting 
G, = {U E Sk 110 = I} (a subgroup of S,), we have T = {u E Sk 1 UT-~ E G,} = 
G,r. Thus 
f(e(I, 0) = 1 c, . 
oscp 
LEMMA 1.2A multilineur trucepolynomialf(x, ,..., xk) = xoeJ, c,QD(xl ,..., xk) 
is a truce identity for C, if and only if it sutisjies the following condition. 
c osG,T c,, = 0 for all sequences I = (il ,..., iJ with 1 < iv < n, and for all 
TES~,~~~~~G,={UES~[I~=I). 
2 A different version of Lemma 1, for ordinary polynomial identities, was previously 
obtained by I. Beck, to whom I am also indebted for many stimulating discussions. 
Remark 2 above was used by Formanek in [2]. 
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Proof. The preceding remarks establish the necessity of the condition. 
Conversely, assume the condition holds and let x, --f eiyjy be an n-simple 
substitution. We use the notation I, J, e(l, J) as in (2). I f  J = IT for some 
7 E Sk then f(e(l, J)) = f(e(1, IT)) = C oeC,7 c, = 0 by assumption. If  on the 
other hand (CF 1 I0 = /) is empty, then QU(e(l, J)) = 0 for all o E Sk , hence 
f(e(1, J)) = 0, completing the proof of the lemma. 
The subgroups G, of S, can be more usefully described as Young subgroups 
which we now define. Sets A, ,..., A, form a partition of {l,..., k} if they are 
pairwise disjoint and their union is {I,..., K}. We call each Ai a row, and its 
cardinality the length of the row. The subgroup G = SA1 x SAZ x ... x S,% 
of SI, is called [3, p. 171 the Young subgroup on the rows A, ,..., A,. Any 
Young subgroup G on n rows (some of which may be empty) is called an 
n-Young subgroup, and its (right) cosets GT, 7 E S,< , are called n-Young 
cosets (on k letters). We remark that if G is the Young subgroup on rows 
A, ,..., A, and T E S, , then TGT-l is the Young subgroup on rA1 ,..., TAG; 
thus any n-Young left coset is also an n-Young right coset and vice versa. 
THEOREM 1. A multilinear trace polynomial j(xl ,. . . , xk) = CoESB cO@Jx,, . . . , xk) 
of degree k is a trace identity for C, if and only if x:OEGT c, = 0 for every 
n-Young coset GT of S, . 
Proof. The relation iv = j + v  E Aj establishes a bijective correspondence 
between Young subgroups on the rows A, ,..., A, and subgroups G, with 
I = (il ,..., iI,), 1 < iv < n, under which corresponding subgroups are equal. 
Thus Theorem 1 follows from Lemma 1. 
Remark 1. Given an n-Young coset GT we may, of course, replace 7 by 
any other representative VT with n E G. In particular we may always choose 7 
to be “G-reduced” in the following sense. Each cycle of T contains at most one 
letter from each row of G. Indeed, if a cycle y  of 7 contains two letters i, j from 
the same row of G then (;i) E G, and in ($)T the cycle breaks off into two 
cycles (possibly of length l), each containing one of the letters i, j. (Compare 
Remark 4 in the proof of [4, Theorem 4.51.) 
Remark 2. In Theorem 1, it is enough to let G range over n-Young 
subgroups having no empty rows. (The proof is similar to that of the corre- 
sponding case in Theorem 3 below.) 
EXAMPLE. As a first application, we deduce Procesi’s fundamental trace 
identity [4; 2, Theorem 11. Let p(x, ,..., x,,.~) = Coos,+1 (sga) sP,(xi ,..., x,+r), 
and let GT be an n-Young coset on n + 1 letters. By the pigeon-hole principle, 
at least one row of G contains two letters i # j, so G contains the transposition 
(ii). Thus GT contains an equal number of odd and even permutations, 
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CoeCr (sgg) = 0, and Theorem 1 implies that p(xl ,..., x,+r) is a trace identity 
for C, . 
Let C’S, be the group ring of SI, over C. Theorem 1 can be stated in a 
different form by using the “inner product” in CSI, , defined for a = 
c oeSI, c,u and b = Coosk 4u by (a, b) = ZoGsk c,d,+ . This is a symmetric 
bilinear form on CSk satisfying (ab, c) = (a, bc) for all a, b, c E CS, . For 
a subset T _C SI, put C T = CosT o E CS, , and let Jlz be the C-submodule of 
CS, spanned by the elements C GT, GT ranging over all n-Young cosets of S, . 
By the remark preceding Theorem I, Jn is a (two-sided) ideal of CS, . Let 
I, = {a E CS, ](a, 6) = 0 for all b E Jn} be the orthogonal complement of Jn . 
THEOREM 1’ The trace polynomial f(xl ,..., xk) = ClisSr c,@~(x, ,..., xk) 
is a trace identity for C, if and only if the element ~:ossk c,o of CS, belongs to I, . 
Proof. By Theorem 1, f  = xossk c,@~ is an n-trace identity if and only if 
0 = C&T cm = co-‘ET-G co = (LESk c,u, x T-~G) for all n-Young cosets 
Gr. Since the elements C T-‘G span Jn , this is equivalent to CUES, ~,a E 1, . 
Procesi’s main theorem on trace identities [4, Theorem 4.31, now follows 
by the definition and elementary properties of the Young symmetrizers 
[I, pp. 190 ff] ,  We include the simple proof for completeness. 
COROLLARY (Procesi-Razmyslov). Let C be a field of characteristic 0 and 
let I,’ be the ideal of CS, generated by the Young symmetrizers on > n + I rows. 
Then a trace polynomial f  (x1 ,. .., xk) = Cocslc c,QO(xl ,.. ., xk) is a trace identity 
for C, if and only if CotSp c,o E I,‘. 
Proof. We have to show that I,’ is the orthogonal complement of Jn , 
i.e., 1,’ = I, . Let e be a Young symmetrizer on a diagram D with 2 n + 1 
rows and let b = C G, where G is an n-Young subgroup. The first column 
of D contains at least n + 1 letters, two of which must therefore fall in the 
same row of G; call them i,j. Then (ij) belongs both to G and to the vertical 
permutations of D. Thus for every o, r E S, we have (oe, br) = (ae, (ij)bT) = 
(ae(zj), b7) = -(ae, ST), hence (oe, b7) = 0. Since the elements of the 
form oe and by span In,’ and Jn, respectively, I,’ is orthogonal to Jn , placing 
I,’ Z I,. On the other hand, CS, is generated (as, say, a right ideal) by the 
Young symmetrizers, and all the Young symmetrizers on <n rows are in 
J so 
In: ‘= 
CS, = I,’ + Jn . This, together with 1,’ n Jn = {0}, implies 
I, . 
2. POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES OF n x n MATRICES 
In this section we use the following simple fact to render the theory of 
trace identities applicable to problems on polynomial identities. 
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ForaeC,, a = 0 if and only if tr(ab) = 0 for all b E C, . 
Corresponding to every multilinear polynomial F(x, ,..., xIsP1) = 
xOcss-l c,x,(,) . .. x,(~. or) in the noncommutative indeterminates x1 ,..., xlc-r 
over C, we consider the following trace polynomial of degree K. 
f (Xl t.*-, xk) = tr(F(x, ,..., xLP1)xg) = 1 c,@&x, ,..., xk), 
es,-, 
where a = (o(l) 42) ... a(k ~- 1)k) E SI, . Note that, putting CJ in Sk by 
letting o(R) = k, we have 6 = uya-r, where y  = (1 2 ... R). By the opening 
remark, F(xr , . . . , a& is a polynomial identity for C, if and only iff(xr ,..., xJ 
is a trace identity for C, . Note that as u ranges over S,-, , 5 ranges over the 
set I’ of all cycles of length K in S, (we call them f&Z cycles). We are thus led 
to study trace polynomials having the special form f(xr ,..., x3 = 
x err C,@O,(Xl 7***> &J. 
From Theorems 1 and 1’ we read off immediately: 
THEOREM 2. The trace polynomial f(xl ,..., xk) = COEr c,@~(x, ,..., xle) is 
a trace identity for C, if and only if C msGTnr c, = 0 for all n-Young cosets GT 
of Sk. 
(As before, a sum on the empty set is defined to be 0.) 
THEOREM 2’. Let T be the C-submodule of CS, spanned by the elements 
x Gr r‘l r, Gr ranging owr all the n-Young cosets of Sk . Then f  (x1 ,..., xk) = 
Tic ocr C~@C(X, 7.e.) x,J is a trace identity for C, if and only if the element xOEr C,U 
of CSI, is orthogonal to T. 
Kemark 1. In applying Theorems 2 and 2’ one can always choose the 
representative T of GT n r to be a full cycle, since the conditions are met 
trivially when GT n r is empty. 
Remark 2. By working out some examples, it becomes clear that these 
criteria are not very efficient, since many different cosets GT give rise to the 
same set GT n r. It is therefore desirable to increase the efficiency of the 
criteria by finding smaller sets of generators for the C-module T. This can 
apparently be achieved by putting restrictions on the cosets GT in two 
distinct ways: Restricting the “shape” of G (i.e., the lengths of its rows) or 
restricting the form of Q- by insisting that it has a special relation with G (apart 
from the freedom to select representatives as in Remark 1 following the proof 
of Theorem 1, or Remark 1 here). The first method is illustrated by Theorem 3 
below. 
We now state our main theorem. 
&/42/z-6 
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DEFINITION. An n-Young subgroup G of Sk (as well as any of its cosets) 
is calledfull if all its rows have lengths > 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let k 3 2n. The trace polynomial f(xl,..., xk) = COEI. 
x cJ@o,(xl ,-.., xK) is a trace identity for C,, if and only if ~mEcsnr c, = 0 
for all full n-Young cosets GT of S, . 
For the proof, which will proceed in several steps, let us first introduce some 
terminology and notation. 
For any n-Young coset Gr we write Cr Gr = C Gr A r = CoeC7nr u E CS,. 
We say that the coset GT is r-generated by a collection 6!! of subgroups of S, 
if &- Gr is generated additively by the set {& G’a 1 G’ E O!, u E Sk}. G itself 
is said to be r-generated by a if every coset GT is r-generated by GE (If O? 
consists of a single subgroup G’, we replace 02 = {G’} by G’ in the above 
terminology.) Finally, let G be a Young subgroup on rows A, ,..., A, , 
and let 1 < CL, v  < n and j E A,, be given. Let G’ be the Young subgroup on 
the rows A,‘,..., A,‘, where A,’ = A, u {j>, A,’ = A, - (j} and A,’ = A, 
for h # CL, V. We then say that G’ is obtained from G by adjoining j to the row 
A Y . 
LEMMA 4. Let GT be a Young coset on rows A, ,..., A,, and let 1 < v ,( n 
be given. Let G’ be the n-Young subgroup obtainedfrom G by adjoining 1 < j ,( k 
to A,, where either (i) A, is empty and j is arbitrary, or (ii) A, = {i] and 
j = r-‘(i). Then GT is r-generated by G’. 
Proof. Case (i). The vth row of G’ is A,’ = {j}, so S, ’ = {I} and 
G’ C G. We write G as a disjoint union of cosets of G’, G 2 ui=, G’u~ , 
uI E G, thereby obtaining Cr GT = xi=, & G’(T,,T, i.e., GT is r-generated 
by G’. 
Case (ii). Let H = G n G’, or, more explicitly, H = {u E G 1 u(j) = j} = 
{uEG’Iu(j)=j}.LetA,={j=j j i , a ,..., j,} be the row of G containing j. 
Then G and G’ decompose into disjoint cosets of H as follows. G = 
u:=i H(j, jJ (where (jj) means the identity) and G’ = H u H(;i). Let 
u E Sk satisfy u(j) = i. We claim that Cr G’u = Cr Ha. Indeed, & G’u = 
Cr HU + zr H(ij)u, so we have only to show that H(ij)u n r is empty. But 
for any n E H, r(j) = j so [n(ij)u]( j) = z-(q)(i) = r(j) = j, excluding 
mu from I’. Thus our claim is established. Since each CT,+ = (j, j,+ satisfies 
uA(j) = i (recall j = T-l(i)), we have 
completing the proof of the lemma. 
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For the next lemma we fix two letters i, j out of {l,..., 12) and let B = 
{l,..., K) - {i, j>. S’s denotes, as before, the symmetric group on the letters 
of B, and rs C SB is the set of full cycles (of length k - 2) on the letters of B. 
We embed Ss C SR in the usual way. 
LEMMA 5. Let G be an n-Young subgroup of S, having a row A, = (i, j}, 
H the subgroup consisting of permutations of G f;xing i and j, and let 7 E & 
satisfy T(j) = i, T(i) + j. Then ~(Zij) E SB and (GT n T)(Zij) = H~(2ij) n r, , 
where l = T-‘(j). 
Proof. We first repeat (briefly) the argument in Lemma 4, Case (ii), to 
show that GT n r = HT n I’: Thus GT = HT u Hi, but for TIE H 
[T(i),](j) = j, so Hi n I’ is empty, and the claim follows. The proof 
therefore reduces to showing that (HT n r)(Q) = H~(2ij) n r, . For this, one 
has merely to note that if (3 E S, is any permutation containing the string Iji 
in one of its cycles, then right multiplication of 0 with (Zij) simply amounts 
to deleting i and j from that cycle. Since 7, and together with it any permuta- 
tion in HT, contains the string Zji in one of its cycles (recall T(Z) = j, T(j) = i, 
and 1 # i), the desired equality follows, and the proof of the lemma is com- 
plete. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Define the deficiency d(G) of an n-Young subgroup G 
to be the minimal number of letters which have to be added to the various 
rows of G to make G full. I f  G is an n-Young subgroup of deficiency d, let us 
for the proof call the ordered pair (n, d) the type of G. We order these pairs 
in the lexicographic order, i.e., (n, d) < (n’, d’) o n < n’ or n = n’ and 
d < d’. We now prove the following proposition by induction on the type of G. 
PROPOSITION. Every Young subgroup of type (n, d) on k 2 2n letters is 
r-generated by full n-Young subgroups on k letters. 
The proposition is clearly true if G has type {n, o), n arbitrary, or type 
(1, d), d arbitrary (in fact, n = 1 and k >, 2n implies d = 0). Assume now 
that G has type (n, d) with n > 1 and d > 0 and note that, since k > 2n, 
this implies that at least one row of G has length > 3. Consider any coset GT. 
If  G has an empty row A, , let j be any letter belonging to a row of length 
> 3; if G has no empty rows but has a row A, = {i} such that T-‘(i) belongs 
to a row of length > 3, let j = T-l(i). In both cases, let G’ be the n-Young 
subgroup on k letters obtained from G by adjoining j to A, . Then G’ has 
type (n, d - 1) and it r-generates G by Lemma 4. Since, by the induction 
hypothesis, G’ is r-generated by full n-Young subgroups on k letters, the 
same is true for GT. Since 7 was arbitrary, the proposition is proved for 
this case. 
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In the remaining cases, G has a row A, = {;} such that j = ~-l(i) belongs 
to a row of length 2, say A, = (j, m}. By Lemma 4, GT is r-generated by G’, 
the subgroup obtained by adjoining j to A,; more explicitly, J$ GT = 
& G)T + & G’( jm)~. Note that both G’T and G’( jm)~ satisfy the hypotheses 
of Lemma 5 (the only hypothesis requiring comment is T(;) # j; but if 
I = j then the set {i, j} is invariant under G’T and G’T n r is empty; 
similarly for (jm)T). 
We are therefore reduced to proving the proposition for a coset GT satis- 
fying the hypotheses of Lemma 5. Thus, using the notation of Lemma 5, 
we have (& Go) = Cr, HT~ , where T, = ~(Zij) E S, . Since H is an 
(n - I)-Young subgroup of S, , TOES* and B has K-2>2(n-1) 
letters, the induction hypothesis applies to HT~ , yielding Cr, HT~ = 
C:=, Cr, HAU, 7 where H,,a,, are full (n - I)-Young cosets of S, . Right- 
multiply both sides of this equality by (Q-l = (Iji) to get Cr GT = 
(&, HT~)(&) = C:=, (&, HAa,+)( For each 1 < X < t, let G, be the 
n-Young subgroup of S,, obtained by adding the row (i, j} to the rows of HA , 
and let Q-,, = uA(Zji). Then G,T, satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5, so we have 
(XI- %)(k) = Cr, H,~dzij) = Cr, ~,PA , or equivalently, (,crB H,pJ(zij) = 
Cr +A . Thus, finally, CT GT = IiLl (IS-, fG,J(lji) = ZAclCr G,m , and 
since GA are full, this completes the proof of the proposition. 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 3, assume f = Cocr c,@, satisfies 
c oeC7nr c, = 0 for all full n-Young cosets of SI, . Then Coer c,u is orthogonal 
to all the elements Cr GT with GT a full n-Young coset. But these elements 
span, by the proposition, the C-module T of Theorem 2’, hence CoETc,u is 
orthogonal to T. The conclusion of Theorem 3 now follows from Theorem 2’. 
Recalling the opening remarks of this section, we derive from Theorem 3 
a criterion for polynomial identities of C, . 
THEOREM 4. Let k > 2n - 1 and let F(x, ,..., xk) = CUES, c,,x,(~) . .. x,(~) 
be a muZtiZinear polynomial of degree k over C:For each u E Sr , write 6 = 
(41) 44 ... u(k)k + 1) E Sti+1 . Then F(x, ,..., xk) is a polynomial identity 
for C, if and onZy if Ccr c, = 0 for all full n-Young cosets GT of Sk+l , the 
sum being taken over al2 u E S, with 6 E GT. 
We remark in conclusion that a proof of the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem 
can be obtained using Theorem 4. This proof is omitted here in view of the 
recent simple proofs in [2, 61. 
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